
Secure, Compliant, and
Intelligent Solutions for Your
Organization

SCIKIQ DATA
CLASSIFICATION:



SCIKIQ Data Classification streamlines the process of identifying and categorizing your 
organization's sensitive data, ensuring compliance with regulations and enhancing security 
measures. Experience the benefits of our automated and intelligent solution, designed to improve 
data management and protection.

Automated Data Discovery: Seamlessly discover and catalog data assets, leveraging 
Elastic Search capabilities and extracting metadata from existing data with ease.

Advanced Graph Capabilities: Utilize our advanced graph capabilities to profile data 
and identify data quality issues, enabling informed decision-making and data 
governance.

Data Lineage and Knowledge Graphs:  Powered by Neo4J, our data lineage and 
knowledge graphs provide clear insights into data connections, dependencies, and 
governance policies.

Authoritative Data Source Framework:  Guarantee data authenticity and ownership 
with pre-configured roles for authorized access and simplified maintenance.

Metadata Discovery and Asset Search:  Effortlessly discover metadata and search 
for data assets with our Elastic Search-powered solution.

Data Observatory Insights:  Gain a comprehensive understanding of data 
distribution, freshness, volume, and schema changes to make informed decisions and 
optimize data management.

DISCOVER
THE POWER OF
SCIKIQ DATA
CLASSIFICATION

Key Features of SCIKIQ Data Classification:



STREAMLINE YOUR DATA GOVERNANCE WITH SCIKIQ

DATA CLASSIFICATION LEVELS

Internal: 
This data is accessible within the 
organization but should not be 
shared externally. Examples include 
employee policies, company-wide 
announcements, and memos.

This is the highest level of 
classification, applicable to 
information that should be 
accessed on a need-to-know 
basis only. Unauthorized sharing 
carries significant financial and 
reputational risks. Examples 
include personally identifiable include personally identifiable 
information and card data.

Secret: 

Confidential: 
This data is restricted within the 
organization and is provided for 

specific business needs. 
Unauthorized sharing could 

impact the organization's brand 
and reputation. Examples 
include product pricing or 

marketing data.marketing data.

Public: 
This data is publicly 

available, and there are no 
restrictions on sharing or 

viewing it. Examples include 
the share price of a publicly 

listed company.

SCIKIQ Control offers industry-leading automated data governance solutions, empowering 
organizations to optimize data management processes, ensure regulatory compliance, and 
manage risks with ease. Combine SCIKIQ Data Classification with SCIKIQ Control for a 
comprehensive, end-to-end data management solution.

SCIKIQ DATA CLASSIFICATION LEVELS

SCIKIQ Data Classification offers customizable classification levels that can be
tailored to your organization's needs. Our solution ensures that your data is
accurately classified and protected, minimizing potential risks.



Holistic approach
to data management

Achieve a unified and 
comprehensive data 
management strategy 
by incorporating data 
classification within your 
data governance 
framework.

Enhanced
compliance

Ensure adherence to 
various data protection 
regulations such as 
GDPR, HIPAA, and 
PCI-DSS, reducing the 
risk of fines and 
penalties.

Improved data
security

Effectively safeguard 
sensitive information 
by identifying and 
classifying data 
according to its level 
of sensitivity and 
applying appropriate 
security controls.security controls.

Streamlined
processes

Benefits of Integrating SCIKIQ Data Classification
with SCIKIQ Control:

Transform Your Data Management Practices with SCIKIQ

Eliminate manual 
processes and boost 
efficiency with SCIKIQ's 
automated data 
discovery, cataloging, 
and classification 
capabilities.

Contact Us Today!

Visit our website: www.scikiq.com
Email: info@scikiq.com
Phone: +91 124-448-8987

Choose SCIKIQ Data Classification and SCIKIQ Control to optimize your data sets, ensure data 
quality, and adhere to data governance standards. Experience the power of cutting-edge 
technology and transform your data management practices with SCIKIQ.


